
Top 13 Points to Cover with Students Prior to Clinicals

Let them know what a normal week’s schedule looks like.
How many days per week? Which days per week? Approximate daily schedule? (i.e. 7a-7p, 8a-5p)

Do you have an expectation that they work on weekends?
What is the expectation for working Holidays?

Let students know how lunch breaks work at your facility.
Is it appropriate to regularly leave to get lunch or do most therapists bring their lunch? How much 
time is allotted? Is there an expectation to document during lunch to get “caught up”?

Do students need to complete any required paperwork ahead of time, such as 
consent/HIPPA/insurance forms?

Do you require a drug test and/or background check before clinicals begin?
Let students know how far in advance they will need to complete these checks so that results are 
ready in time for clinicals to begin.

Set clear expectations about the required professional dress for students at your 
facility.
Scrubs vs. business casual, tennis shoes vs. closed-toed dress shoes, recommended/specific scrub 
color, company policy on personal grooming and style such as, jewelery, hairstyle, tattoos, nails.

What are the PPE requirements at your facility that students need to observe?
Are masks provided, or should students bring their own? Will students need to be fit for an N95?

What does a normal caseload look like for your students?
Number of patients vs. frequency of patients vs. number of patients in the building? What are the 
most common diagnoses/patient characteristics at your facility? 

What is the standard productivity requirement for students at your facility?
How much flexibility does their schedule allow? Is documentation time included/accounted for in 
their regular schedule?

What are the most common outcome measures or special tests utilized in your 
facility?

What types of modalities are used in your facility?

What is the PT to PTA ratio?

What documentation system will students be using?
Is there an evaluation template that your students can familiarize themselves with ahead of time?


